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Who Am I?

Ian Collier, STFC – Scientific Computing 

Department (SCD)

Not the GridPP Impact Officer

• Much of this is “borrowed” from Greg 

Corbett’s talk at GridPP 45 in October 

2020.

Other hats

• Lead group (developing and) running 

Tier 1, EGI and IRIS services

• STFC Scientific Computing Public 

Engagement Committee Chair

Young Scientist of the Year Award



1 What is Impact?

2 We are already creating Impact.

3 Highlighting and Improving our Impact.

4 What can you do?

• Is this impact?

What I’m going to 

talk about
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Isn’t just about delivering computing commitments to the LHC.

That’s almost a given. That’s what STFC gives GridPP money to do.

About the positive contributions beyond effective computing for particle 

physics.

Now a core consideration throughout STFC/UKRI’s grant application process.

Helps demonstrate that we are the best people to be doing the work.

If we don’t show our Impact, we may start to look less attractive.

What is Impact (for GridPP)?



What does UKRI consider to be its Impact:

• Improving understanding of ourselves and the world around us

• Improving lives and increasing prosperity

• Addressing industrial and societal challenges

• Relationships with their communities and partners

What is Impact to UKRI



Improving understanding of ourselves 

and the world around us

• Facilitating non LHC work across 

STFC science and user base

Improving lives and increasing prosperity

• Outreach talks to schools

• Tours of facilities

• Work experience, Summer students, 

Year in Industry, etc

• Training workshops

We are already creating Impact

Addressing industrial and societal challenges

• Engagement with industry, i.e. computing vendors

• Engagement with open source projects

• Staff to industry

• COVID-19 work

Relationships with their communities and partners

• Engagement with the broader research community

• IPv6 awards to Imperial College and QMUL



GridPP a key part of delivering:

• Resources

• Experience

• Collaboration

• Working in a federation – security, data management

• Technology

• Many of the capabilities delivered in IRIS Digital Assets have their roots in 

WLCG

• APEL, GOCDB, DIRAC, Rucio, CVMFS

• Security policy and operations – GridPP/IRIS security team is an 

evolution of the GridPP team

• INDIGO IAM from the team who develop STORM, ARGUS & other tools

Already creating Impact - IRIS



• Vibrant program at STFC with Tier 1 staff playing key roles

• Coding

• Monty platform developed running Jupyter notebooks on SCD cloud for 

Work Experience python course

• Now also at heart of Particle Physics department activities. 

• Tours – virtual and in person

• Remote3 – collaboration with SCD, Boulby, Edinburgh Univeristy and remote 

schools in Scotland

• WOMAD World of Physics has been a phenomenal success

• Bringing physics workshops and labs to a world music festival in eth Wiltshire 

countryside

• Returning after a pandemic induced hiatus

• Supported by CERN, STFC and organised in the UK by Roger Jones

Already creating Impact - PE



Subject of intense attention and scrutiny over the last year

• Existing technical developments (Security Operations Centre developed by 

WLCG WG) came at exactly the right time to help solve an acute problem for 

STFC

• Experience of collaborative risk-based approach to cybersecurity management 

is proving invaluable in helping STFC and and UKRI improve their stance in 

this area without sacrificing the ability to enable science.

• Long drawn upon SVG assessments and announcements.

• Tier 1 staff are centrally involved in both technical and organisational 

responses.

• (This is also a benefit for GridPP.)

• Talk to David if you’d like to know more. 

Already creating Impact – Security at STFC



Need to gather case studies 

showcasing our impact

Feeding stories to SCD’s Impact Team

• Sharing on social media

Telling stories elsewhere? 

Seek new opportunities

• More of a link between GridPP and 

existing STFC public engagement 

activities?

Highlighting and Improving our Impact



Rose Cooper, who works in my group at RAL, will be coordinating 

• Regular – monthly, quarterly? - meeting

• to gather stories 

• organise telling them

• Input to grant applications

• Report to PMB

• Let me or Rose know if you’re interested in helping

Future



Did you do something or make something that didn’t exist before?

• Then yes!

Did they have a positive interaction?

How many people interact with it?

What has changed?

• Knowledge?

• Policy?

• Behaviour?

Is this impact? - Mt Impact



Questions?

To help with developing or telling GridPP
Impact stories please contact: 
rose.cooper@stfc.ac.uk
ian.collier@stfc.ac.uk

mailto:rose.cooper@stfc.ac.uk

